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White
Good evening.  Tonight, the government wants universities to foot more of the bill to support disabled students.  We’ll be hearing why some visually impaired students fear the effects of such a change.  And why does a man need to come 6,000 miles to teach our blind children to walk with confidence?

Clip
I hesitate to give you an answer really because I am an outsider here, I’m not from your culture.  All I can really say is something isn’t happening that some people want to happen.

White
We’ll be digging deeper for the answer to that later in the programme.

Bur first, the Disabled Students Allowance was introduced 25 years ago.  It’s a non-repayable government grant designed to help students with the added costs of completing their studies.  So for blind and partially sighted students that might mean the production of Braille texts; video magnifiers to help partially sighted students read print; assistance with travel – help to get around the campus – or additional help in lectures or libraries.

But now the government wants universities to pick up more of the tab.  Lee Kumutat has been looking into this for us.

Kumutat
Government figures say that in 2012-13 it provided almost £146 million worth of support, an increase of around 44% since 2009-10.  In 2013 the government proposed changes which would mean the higher education provider would foot the bill for some of this support.  And after a strong reaction to this and some further consultation they are now making these changes to take effect in 2016-17.

White
So spell it out for us – what are these changes?

Kumutat
The reforms they’ve set out are basically that the DSA will still provide sighted guides for students who need them to get around but that crucially the universities will need to provide other what’s called non-medical support, which is for things like a read out or a note taker in lectures.  The DSA will still fund equipment such as scanners and printers where a university has shown it can’t find the money.  But transcription services – so transcribing material into Braille or large print – will have to be paid for by the provider unless there is an exception.

It’s rationale for doing this is that the scheme is 25 years old and in line with the provisions set out in the Equality Act 2010 universities have a legal obligation to provide these things for students.  They also say the scheme doesn’t take into account technological advances.

White
So what kind of reactions have we had so far?

Kumutat
People I’ve spoken to in the sector are concerned that if universities have to provide these services then there is the potential that they might think twice about giving a place to a visually impaired student.  One graduate told me that they needed a note taker in every lecture, which was very expensive and that it would have been difficult for the university to fund that much support.  There are other concerns about how the process for identifying where a student may be an exception and how the assessment for that will work.  The RNIB told me that there are few details about how the exceptional cases process will work nor how quickly cases will be resolved.

White
Okay.  And what do the government themselves say?

Kumutat
They say they welcome the increase of disabled students at university.  Under the Equalities Act 2010 universities have a duty to provide equipment and specialist services for disabled students.  DSAs will remain available to support those disabled students who require additional help but should complement the support put in place by higher education providers.

White
Lee, thank you very much indeed.

Well we did seek an interview with universities’ minister Joe Johnson but he wasn’t available.  We have, however, talked to Holly Scott Gardner, who’s just completing her first term at the University of Coventry, where she’s studying Spanish.  She explained what she uses the allowance for.

Scott Gardner
So I quite heavily make use of DSA.  I make use of both components.  They are the equipment allowance and also non-medical support.  So for the equipment allowance I have a laptop, I have a digital voice recorder, a Braille display and some specific software such as Abbyy FineReader, which is OCR software for recognising text that is in the form of images.

White
And what about what you might call the more sort of human help, which I think is also covered by the DSA?

Scott Gardner
Yeah that’s the non-medical support.  So for that I receive a note taker in all of my lectures, that’s 10 hours a week.  I also receive 30 hours a year of proof reading support; 60 hours a year of library support and 100 hours a year of specialist transcription.

White
So I mean that’s quite a lot of assistance.  What are your worries about the changes that the government is suggesting?

Scott Gardner
I think I have quite a few concerns honestly.  The first one is that the government has reassured students that are already in receipt of DSA that this won’t affect us but they’ve only reassured us for the year 2016-17 for a start.  And secondly, if universities are having to provide all this support for new incoming students then the problem is that a lot of us receive kind of additional bits and bobs here and there from the university that will be taken away from us and a lot of university services that we make use of now just may not exist because money will have to be thrown into attempting to support incoming students.

White
But of course the government argues that disabled students won’t suffer, it’s just that they want the universities to pick up more of the bill.  

Scott Gardner
Yeah and it’s kind of a complicated issue because on the one hand universities do need to be taking more responsibility.  For example, most of the online systems the university uses are inaccessible to me as a blind student.  And I believe that in the year 2015 that’s unacceptable really.

White
So in a sense you’re understanding there that the government says if your systems were accessible people wouldn’t need so much special equipment.

Scott Gardner
Yeah kind of.  And I do think that universities need to be told actually when you use these online systems, especially when you’ve had them tailor-made, you need to make sure that they are accessible to all students.  And I think that’s good but the problem is it relies on universities have the means to do all of this and it’s not just about making stuff accessible either.

White
Some people are worried that having to meet extra costs might discourage the less wealthy universities from actually offering places to disabled applicants in the first place.  Do you think that’s likely?

Scott Gardner
Yeah I think that’s true.  And I don’t even think it’s just less wealthy because for example at Coventry there’s almost 2,000 students who receive support from Health and Wellbeing, which is the disability department, and that could be for all kinds of reasons – some students like me have a lot of support, some it may just be they require extra time in their exams.  But either way that’s a huge number of students and when you look at the non-medical component of DSA comes to almost £20,000 a year I’ve maxed that out.  So even a few of us like me plus all the rest, who may be only using half that amount, that is a huge bill for universities to pick up and even big universities they just don’t have the money.  Or if they do it’s been channelled into other places.

White
Holly Scott Gardner.

Your comments please.

Now it’s a bit early for Lilly Grace Hooper to be worrying about university, she’s only seven, but we heard last week why her mother Kristy is certainly concerned that her abilities are being underestimated at her mainstream school.  In particular Kristy claimed there was an unwillingness to let her daughter use the cane of her choice and that she wasn’t getting nearly enough Braille tuition.  A number of you have responded to Kristy Hooper’s fight, including Jennifer Hodkinson.

Hodkinson
I was impressed by her mother because she was concerned about things like her daughter not being independent and worrying about the fact that she’s not getting friends at school because she’s got to have an adult – as she said the kids will be put off having her if she’s got to have an adult with her all the time.

White
And Eleanor Tew also got in touch with suggestions about how the problem of moving freely about the school could be handled, based on her own experience.

Tew
I’m an experienced long cane user but even in a familiar environment I don’t think it’s very easy when there are people rushing in several directions, some of them not looking where they’re going.  It is often easier and safer to take someone’s arm and it seems to me it’s one of the skills that Lilly Grace needs to develop is that of knowing when to seek help, when to accept it when it’s offered and when to refuse it when it’s offered.  I have found that it took most of a lifetime to learn this.

White
Well when I went to see the Hoopers last week they showed me the cane which seemed to have been causing all the trouble.

Kristy Hooper
So this is the cane in question Peter.

White
Okay, now this is not like the one that I use.  Can I – oh it is light I must say, it’s feather light that is.

Kristy Hooper
That is what has been the main benefit for Lilly Grace and you’ll feel the very end of it doesn’t have a ball on it, so therefore doesn’t catch.

White
Okay, so it’s very light but I can see this comes up to my rather rotund tummy but actually that would come up to…that’ll come up to Lilly Grace’s nose.

Kristy Hooper
That’s right yes.  Here you go Lilly Grace, her length was…

Lilly Grace Hooper
From my belly to my toes.

Kristy Hooper
From your sternum from your toes.  So that’s your shorter one.  But that one’s the heavier one, so we do have the appropriate height one, which we were using but she’d stopped using it because she was complaining of fatigue in her hand.

White
Well as we said last week it’s a complicated story and certainly not just about which cane you use.  But by a happy coincidence the blind American, Daniel Kish, whose organisation supports this cane, and who for several years now has been preaching the gospel of better, more imaginative mobility teaching for blind children, is in the country.  Much of his system is based on teaching more formally echolocation. That’s the idea of using reflected sound, like bats do, to find out more about your environment and upcoming obstacles.  So it seemed a perfect time to explore his ideas.  He joined me from our Newcastle studio and I asked him why he was here.

Kish
I was brought to Durham University to do consulting on a grant.  They paid for my trip here, I’ve extended my trip to work with other students throughout the UK.

White
And how many students and pupils do you actually help here?

Kish
This trip it’ll be perhaps half a dozen but over the years it’s been – upwards of 70 blind pupils and then dozens and dozens of professionals.

White
Okay.  Now just to talk about your method.  Initially at the heart of your method is what’s known as echolocation, the use of sound to detect obstacles, either by clicking your tongue – like this – except that wasn’t a very good click or flicking your fingers.  Why does someone need to come 6,000 miles to teach something which came, I think, naturally to you and I have to say as a blind child came fairly naturally to me?

Kish
It is true that some blind children or blind adults, for that matter, develop the process of echolocation or advanced FlashSonar on their own.  The majority in our experience do not.  Or if they do it is repressed.  So your question is a very good one, it’s a question that I asked myself first coming into the field.  The answer is basically self-evident.  People aren’t teaching it en masse, blind people aren’t using it en masse.

White
So what kind of things are you going to be teaching these children that you say they won’t learn with the kind of instruction they’re getting at the moment?

Kish
The process that we teach is something we call perceptual navigation.  At the heart of perceptual navigation is really freedom of movement.  So FlashSonar is a tool that extends one’s awareness of the environment in detail far beyond the length of one’s cane.

White
So would it be oversimplifying things to say that actually it’s wrong to say that you teach echolocation, you’re teaching confidence really aren’t you?

Kish
Yes, yes, we’re teaching confidence and we’re teaching it in a manner that goes sort of from the inside out.  So what we find frankly is if all blind individuals grew up or adapted to blindness, whether you’re a child or an adult, in a manner that fostered freedom of movement, in a manner that supposed at its heart that freedom came first, that the blind individual is in fact capable of taking ownership over their environment on their own terms, in their own way, then yes under those terms echolocation and other strategies do develop relatively well on their own.  And perhaps you yourself had that background Peter, so did I.

White
Well you’re saying you need the people around you to have confidence in you to do it and they’re not terrified the moment you step out your front door.

Kish
And so indeed a huge percentage of our work with students involves the support system, whatever it happens to be – family or other professionals, community, whatever.

White
Right.  You know that last week we did feature the case of a little girl who was using a long light cane, which you have recommended in the past, and was having to undergo a risk assessment, quite a considerable risk assessment, before she could use it.  I don’t expect you to comment on her particular case but are there attitudes in that that you recognise?

Kish
That’s a loaded question – you know there are.  First of all we’re finding that this is happening all over the UK.  This parent is the only one, to my knowledge, that has brought it to the press.  But it is not happening to all blind children in the UK.  So I’d like to specify that although 50-60% of the blind children that I am aware of are facing this kind of presumptuous discrimination not all of them are.  So many blind children are welcomed into their schools, into their school environments, they’re using their canes, they are not walking into a fear-based environment and they do quite fine.  You do not have this – this mass of evidence – anecdotal or otherwise – that these blind children wielding their canes like some kind of weapon are going to cause havoc and mayhem wherever they go.

White
But you would acknowledge that it’s perfectly reasonable for a school to worry about the safety of the other children if they’re not very familiar with teaching a blind child?

Kish
The most beneficial approach is a kind of common sense approach.  So if a blind child walks into school with a long cane – we call that a full length cane by the way – and there are concerns – okay so we note those concerns, I note those concerns all the time, they’re easily addressed, it doesn’t require some major process to make this happen.  Rather than falling over yourselves trying to figure out what the heck to do because of whatever it is that looks so formidable, just deal with it.

White
You’re really teaching the credo, as it were, of confidence.  You have acquired quite a reputation over here, I’m just wondering whether there’s a danger that for parents who see this as almost a sort of saviour kind of attitude, you’re almost being seen as a messiah, is there a danger of hype here?

Kish
There is, yes, absolutely.  I walk that balance every day.  And I am very careful to try and be very practical, very down to earth, very common sense. 

White
The point is what you’ve said about giving the children confidence and them not being afraid that ought to be common sense and it ought to be able to happen here without somebody coming over from California to tell us how to do it didn’t it?

Kish
So the great big question is:  why isn’t it?

White
And what’s the answer?

Kish
You know I hesitate to give you an answer really because I am an outsider here, I’m not from your culture.  All I can really say is something isn’t happening that some people want to happen, it’s not rocket science, it’s actually very common sense and the perceptual navigation process that we’ve developed is something that almost teaches itself, it’s something that we teach parents, we teach students, how to self-teach, it’s something – I have several blind instructors out there, some of whom are certified, some of whom are not, who can teach circles around 90% of any other instructor out there.

White
So you’re saying there should be more visually impaired mobility instructors?

Kish
Well I think that sighted people can teach orientation and mobility or perceptual navigation, whatever you want to call it, some of the best instructors out there that I’ve seen have been sighted and they’re the ones who recognise that they have a lot to learn when it comes to teaching this.  So yes I think it would be very helpful if more blind people were out there, not only teaching but out there advocating for some of the same simple basic human rights that are commonly, routinely, infringed upon.  If you took a sighted child and you said you’ve misbehaved, you’ve used your vision in the wrong way, you’ve bullied another child or you’ve cheated off someone’s paper or you’ve run away from school, whatever you’ve done, so we’re just going to take away your vision for a while because you obviously can’t use it responsibly.  That would be considered the height of abuse, the height of impropriety, there’d be a public outrage and yet this is exactly what we’re doing to blind children and it’s considered justifiable.

White
Daniel Kish. 

Well there’s enough to get your teeth into there.  Tell me what you think about Daniel’s ideas.  I’d particularly like to hear from people teaching mobility to blind people – children or adults.  Should we make more use of echolocation?  Are we lagging behind?  You can call our actionline on 0800 044 044 for 24 hours after the programme.  And if you’d like to you can leave your contact details.  Or you can e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk.  And if you’re able to go online you’ll find more details and you can download tonight’s programme from there.  From me, Peter White, producer Siobhann Tighe and the team, goodbye.





